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Before The Perfect Storm, before In the Heart of the Sea, Steven Callahan&#8217;s dramatic tale of

survival at sea was on the New York Times bestseller list for more than thirty-six weeks. In some

ways the model for the new wave of adventure books, Adrift is an undeniable seafaring classic, a

riveting firsthand account by the only man known to have survived more than a month alone at sea,

fighting for his life in an inflatable raft after his small sloop capsized only six days out.

&#8220;Utterly absorbing&#8221; (Newsweek), Adrift is a must-have for any adventure library.
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This is the fascinating story of a resourceful sailor who drifted in a life raft across the Atlantic Ocean.

Unlike other adventurers who have chronicled solo transoceanic journeys (Joshua Slocum, Thor

Heyerdahl, Alain Bombard, William Willis, etc.), his journey was unplanned. After the sudden sinking

of his sailboat, he had to hurriedly abandon ship into an inflatable life raft with whatever supplies he

could snatch. His seventy-six day ordeal takes place in this constantly leaking raft too small to

accommodate his full body length. He knows from the outset that his food and water supplies are

inadequate. His story of survival thus becomes not one of simple endurance, but a confrontation of

many external and internal challenges ranging from securing food and water to dealing with isolation

and despair. He meets these with remarkable ingenuity and determination. Forced into introspection

that borders on the mystical at times, his reflections on how his mindset and personal characteristics

responded to these challenges make for as fascinating an inner journey as the one his body

endured. This is what separates this from most adventure stories, and why I think it will endure as a



classic of the genre.

I read this book at the recommendation of my father. I had broken my leg and was immobile and

alone on the 2nd floor of a house in Charleston, SC. I couldn't put his book down until I had finished

it. Callahan's account of his daunting, aimless attempt to reach land alive will make anyone

appreciate what they have and that they don't know the meaning of desperation, uncertainty,

hopelessness and perseverance. I felt lucky to only have a broken leg once I finished this book. I

highly recommend it.

Steven Callahan is a blessed man. This true story is one of the most harrowing accounts of survival

in a truly hopeless situation. He capsizes in minutes in the middle of the night with a raft and not

much more. Nobody knows he's missing. No one is looking for him.Told with desperation and some

much needed occasional humor, Callahan paints a story so real and frought with fear that you can

read it in one sitting. It is difficult to imagine what one would do in a similiar situation and the very

thought of it is spine tingling.This is a tale for every person who ever took to the water and every

adventurer who feels safe in thier environment. You will never take the ocean for granted again after

reading this book.

I read this book for the first time about ten years ago and I have never forgotten it. It was one of the

most compelling, absorbing books I've ever read, if not the most. How he survives is truly amazing,

and this story belongs in the collection of anyone with an interest in true stories of survival. It made

me wonder how I would handle such a situation, and would I be tough enough to make it. I'm sure

anyone who reads this will ask themselves the very same questions.

Steven Callahan's story of sheer determination is one of the best survival tales since Swiss Family

Robinson. I believe the book's most powerful asset lays within the nararation though, having the

story told by the actual survivor gives the reader an extremely good feeling of what it was like on

that small raft. The nararation also opens the mind of the author so the reader can experience first

hand Callahan's struggle with sanity. The story starts in Callahan's boat as he attempts to sail

around the whole world, alone. When disaster strikes Callahan's ever present knowledge of the sea

is shown. Having grown up on a sailboat, one of my favorite features of the book is its vast variety of

factual information pertaining to nautical exploration. Although the pictures were shown in rather

awkward places at times (pages ahead of where they were to be talked about), they were extremely



helpful and interesting as well. Overall I would say that Adrift by Steven Callahan is a great read. If

you like stories of adventure, this is a dose and a half of pure survivalism, at its best. I feel that

Callahan's story is so surreal that I could say that I might have serious reservations about actually

going out on the open sea again, but not about picking up another book of this caliber.

This book is an excellent ocean survival story that kept me throughly entertained from start to finish.

Honestly I couldn't put the book down. This book will change the way you look at your life. After you

finish reading it, you won't take the simple things in life for granted anymore. If you enjoy true life

adventure and survival books, then I suggest you read this one, it's excellent.

Steven Callahan's "Adrift" is an exciting and intellectually deep tale of one man's survival. When bad

weather arises, a storm turns Steven's sailboat upside down. Watching his dreams go under,

Steven readies himself and few supplies onto an inflatable life-raft, and prepares for a journey that

will change his life forever. Fighting off dehydration, starvation, and even sharks, Callahan struggles

to stay alive, and finds new meaning to what being "alive" really means. Seventy-six days pass, as

well as many ships that miss him, before the author finds his place in nature, and ultimately, the key

to survival. "Amazing" is an understatement to Callahan's writing. Whether you're a sailor,

fisherman, or any other outdoorsman, this is the book for you!
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